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Welcome!

To keep you up to date on all things Social Health Information
Exchange (SHIE), the Office of eHealth Innovation (OeHI) will be
releasing a regular newsletter providing updates, resources, and

exciting news.

You can also check out our brand new SHIE web page or social media
for more information.

Over the last fiscal year, OeHI partnered with Merritt+Grace, a
Colorado-based, women-owned small business, to better describe and

visualize OeHI’s SHIE strategy.

This work was informed by existing SHIE foundational documentation
and national best practices, as well as multiple intensive design

sessions with OeHI staff and extensive stakeholder input.

The SHIE Team was delighted to present Merritt+Grace’s final products
at the June eHealth Commission meeting, which you can watch here.

Some highlights of OeHI’s new SHIE communications are below:

https://oehi.colorado.gov/SHIE
https://merrittandgrace.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZUWDH-aAgE
https://forms.gle/hUcSG4d5NMPmkiNC6


SHIE is a network to
securely share physical,
behavioral, and social
health information between
providers involved in whole-
person care.

SHIE supports Coloradans
using statewide unifying
architecture: a secure
overarching network that
will allow for the sharing of
health information between
providers. 

Our Core SHIE Values:

Accessibility: Making the resources that best meet an individual’s
specific needs available, attainable, and equitable
Connectivity: Actively seeking new paths for individuals,
information, and insights to form dynamic relationships
Effectiveness: Prioritizing efforts that advance people towards
their intended outcomes
Humanity: Having empathy and showing respect for each person’s
unique lived experience
Inclusivity: Showing up for and purposefully involving everyone
working towards whole-person health in the ways that matter to
them
Reliability: Taking great care to consistently align our words and
our actions to earn trust

For more information and resources including an infographic and a SHIE
Ecosystem diagram, check out the SHIE Web Page!

Our SHIE Procurement is still in
active negotiations, and no

contract has been awarded yet.

Stay tuned for exciting updates
soon!

This newsletter was crafted by OeHI's SHIE team.

https://oehi.colorado.gov/SHIE
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